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On the Existence of Quasicentral Approximate 
Units Relative to Normed Ideals. Part I 
DAN VWXJLFSCTJ* 
Let p,, pz be faithful representations of a separable C*-algebra A on a 
separable Hilbert space .# and assume, for simplicity, that there are no 
compact operators in p,(A). In 1211 we proved a non-commutative 
Weyl-von Neumann type theorem: p, and pZ are unitarily equivalent 
modulo the compact operators. W. B. Arveson [2] has given an improved 
exposition of this theorem and pointed out the role of quasicentral 
approximate units in the proof. Studying perturbation problems relative to 
normed ideals smaller than the compacts we showed in [22] that the non- 
commutative Weyl-von Neumann theorem can be adapted to this situa- 
tion, the main additional assumption being the existence of quasicentral 
approximate units relative to the given normed ideal. For commuting 
n-tuples of self-adjoint operators we showed in [22, 231 that some of the 
main questions concerning the behavior under perturbations from a given 
normed ideal, actually reduce to the existence or non-existence of quasi- 
central approximate units relative to that normed ideal for the n-tuple. 
This includes the diagonability question, the conservation of absolutely 
continuous spectra and the existence of generalized wave operators. 
Note, more generally, that the usual quasicentral approximate units are 
an essential technical ingredient in KK-theory, while the replacement of the 
compact operators by some smaller normed ideal provides one of the main 
contexts for Alain Connes’ non-commutative differential geometry. 
The present paper is a continuation of [22,23] and contains general 
facts on the existence of quasicentral approximate units (the relation to 
commutators, unbounded Fredholm modules, filtrations, maximality of 
the Macaev ideal, etc.) as well as results for specific examples (non- 
commutative tori, certain discrete groups, etc.). 
Obstructions to the existence of quasicentral approximate units, like 
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those in [22,23], are due to the non-vanishing of the trace of certain sums 
of commutators. The vanishing of such commutator traces in the presence 
of quasidiagonality assumptions has been noted in various contexts [16, 
19, 22, 26, 271. The weaker condition of existence of a quasicentral 
approximate unit, appears to be actually the right condition, since we 
prove that this is equivalent to the vanishing of all commutator traces. A 
consequence of this fact is that looking for obstructions to the existence of 
quasicentral approximate units it is sufficient to consider ideals of a special 
type. 
Using the results on commutators we show that the Macaev ideal plays 
a special role in these questions: it is the largest normed ideal for which 
obstructions to quasicentral approximate units exist. This is similar to the 
use of the commutator results in generalizing Kuroda’s theorem to n-tuples 
[S]. We also study the obstruction to quasicentral approximate units with 
respect to the Macaev ideal for several examples and we show that there 
is an obstruction for the regular representation not only of free groups but 
also of solvable groups of exponential growth. 
Since the existence of a quasicentral approximate unit with respect to a 
given normed ideal is some kind of dimensional characteristic, it is natural 
to compare it with other such characteristics. We show that the existence 
of unbounded p-summable Fredholm modules, studied recently by Alain 
Connes, implies the existence of a quasicentral approximate unit relative to 
%,,. This result has been greatly improved by A. Connes [ 1 l] by showing 
that the existence of a ‘i4’,+-Fredholm module implies boundedness of the 
number measuring the obnstruction to the existence of a %; -approximate 
unit. On the other hand, we show that for a more general notion of 
unbounded Fredholm-module we have equivalence with quasicentral 
approximate units for the same ideal. We also improve some of the results 
in [lo] and obtain additional results on the non-existence of unbounded 
Fredholm-modules from the non-existenceof quasicentral approximate 
units. 
The growth of a filtration of an algebra is also the source of a dimen- 
sional characteristic of an algebra (the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension). We 
show that filtrations for *-algebras can be used to construct unbounded 
Fredholm modules and quasicentral approximate units relative to certain 
ideals determined by the growth of the filtration. This is obtained by look- 
ing at the associated filtrations of the Hilbert spaces, which is actually 
related to the tridiagonality constructions of quasicentral approximate 
units we gave in [21, 23. 261 and which were also used in commutator 
questions [29]. Also, in connection with filtrations we show that this gives 
rise to an associated differentiable structure on the C*-algebra. We have 
recently learned that this appears also to be related to some work in 
progress of B. Blackadar and J. Cuntz on smooth structures in C*-algebras. 
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It seems that filtrations of C*-algebras, though quite natural, have not 
been studied. We formulate a problem (5.9) which is the natural extension 
of the amenability of groups with subexponential growth. Related to 
filtrations, we show that in questions of quasicentral approximate units. 
non-commutative tori behave like commutative ones. 
The present paper has five sections: I. Preliminaries; II. Traces of 
commutators; 111. The Macaev ideal; IV. Unbounded Fredholm modules; 
V. Filtrations. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
This section contains preliminary material concerning normed ideals of 
operators (see [ 14, Chap. III or 201) and the number k,, which measures 
the obstruction to the existence of a quasicentral approximate unit relative 
to a normed ideal [22, 231. Since our basic results on k, for n-tuples of 
operators carry over immediately to *-strongly compact sets of operators, 
we will pass to this extended framework. That this extension is useful in the 
case of compact perturbations was discovered by W. B. Arveson in connec- 
tion with nest algebras [3], and it will also provide us in the case of 
normed-ideal perturbations with additional interesting examples. 
Let X be a separable infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space. By 
Y(Z), Y+(X), X(p), g(X)), g(X), a:(X) (or simply 6”, Y+, X, Y, 
.R, d + , , where X is fixed) we shall respectively denote the bounded 
operators on X, the positive bounded operators on 2, the compact 
operators, the finite rank self-adjoint projections, the finite rank operators, 
and the finite rank positive contractions. 
We begin by recalling some facts concerning normed ideals [14]. Let i: 
be the space of sequences (t]),, N, 5, E iw of finite support. Let, further, 9 
be the set of norming functions. These are real-valued functions @ defined 
on f satisfying: 
(I) D(t)>0 if 5#0 
(11) @(a= 1x1 @CO 
(III) @(r+r?)G@(o+@(11) 
(IV) @((l, o,o, . ..))= 1 
(V) @((c,),..)= @((l<.,,ri),EN) for any bijection x N + N 
If TE .9(X) and Qi E F let 
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where I., are the eigenvalues of (T*T)’ ’ (multiple eigenvalues repeated 
according to multiplicity). Then 
sup ITplnh 
Pt * 
extends / /@ to the set 6, of operators for which this supremum is finite. 
6, is an ideal in 9(X”) and a Banach space with respect to the norm 
( I@. The closure 6:’ of .jR in 6, is again an ideal. For T E %a and 
A, B E LZ’(Z’) we have 
lATBl,6 II4 ITI, II4 
and 
I TI Q, = II T/l 
if T is of rank 1. Consider 
c > 
b/J 
@/AK,),,,)= c 15,l” (16p<a) 
and 
We shall write VJ, for 6, (‘I (1 dp< x) and I lp for / lap. The ideals Gap 
and 65:: are equal for 1 <p< XI. For p= m we have @I$‘: =X and 
(5@, = 9. 
If ?I= {7-c,},“=, is a sequence of positive numbers x,> n, > . with 
lim ,ir rr, = 0 and C X, = x8 there are two functions @, and dsX in 8 
defined by 
@;((r,),..)=sup i &/ i 71,. 
,=I ,=I 
where (4,* Ji, N is the decreasing rearrangement of (14, / ),, %. We shall 
denote 60,, %$‘i, 6,, by 6,, Sip> and 8,*, respectively. We have @I$:,‘= 
(li in’ If “j=j-‘+‘/p 
.j- 1.P 
(1 <p d ES), we shall denote 6, by %; and, if rc, = 
(1 $ p < cc ), we denote 6,. by Vi’,: the corresponding norms being 
I 1; and I I,‘. We have %‘;- cVDc%l and if p<r then V?: ~$7; The 
ideals V$ are the Schatten-von Neumann classes, the ideals %;, Vl are 
analogs of Lorentz-spaces and %; is the MaEaev-ideal. 
Given @ELF there is @* E,F such that 6,. is the dual of 6:’ the 
duality being given by the bilinear form (A’, Y) 4 Tr(XY). If 1 /p + l/y = 1 
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then C$ is the dual of gP and %J is the dual of gp (1 < p 6 ix ). Also, in 
general, 6, is the dual of 6:‘; and CFnr is the dual of CC,,. 
We pass now to the quasicentral approximate units relative to norm- 
ideals and the number k, [22,23]. 
We shall work with *-strongly continuous maps T: K+ -U,(cF) (i.e., 
K3 k + t(k) h E ~$6 are continuous for all h E Z), where K is a compact set. 
In many cases K is a finite set. If t, T"): K-t U(,F) (.j= 1, 2), 6: L + 
9’(X) are *-strongly continuous and X, YE F(;Y ) we shall consider 
t”‘@t’“: K-t Y’(.~@~), 7 LI o-: KLJL+Y’(.f), X7Y: K-Y’(X), 
[X, s]: K+ .9(,X), and r*: K-t P’(P) defined by 
(z”‘@P’(k) = 7”‘(k)@7”‘(k) 
(XTY)(k) = X7(k) Y 
([x, T])(k) = [x, 7(k)] 
T*(k) = (T(k))*. 
We shall write I/z/J = SUPS,, K li$k)il and ~T~~,=suP~~~ b(k)l,. 
The set of *-strongly continuous maps r: K + y(X) will be denoted by 
Y(K 1 9) and the set of norm-continuous maps (T: K+ O$)’ will be 
denoted by B$‘(K 1 X) and endowed with the norm Ic/~. Let [n] = 
{ 1, 2, . . . . n}. If rEY([n] I X), we shall also refer to T as an n-tuple of 
operators. 
The obstruction to the existence of a quasicentral approximate unit 
relative to O$) for a *-strongly continuous map r: K--f P’(P ) is measured 
by 
where the inferior limit is taken with respect to the natural order on 9,+. 
If 52 c 9(X) is a set of operators we will say that there is a quasicentral 
approximate unit for Q relative to CC$‘, if there is a sequence X,E.#,+. 
X,, t I such that 
lim ) [X,, T] IQ, = 0 
,-* 1 
for every TE Q. 
The existence of a quasicentral approximate unit for Q is equivalent to 
the requirement that k,(t) = 0 for all z E .4v( [n] ) SF) and n E N, %( [n]) c Q. 
It is easily seen that if 52 has a quasicentral approximate unit (X,),z, 
relative to S$) then the same holds for the *-algebra generated by $2 and 
actually using the HeltonHowe type estimates [ 151 for commutators, we 
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may further enlarge this set by C’ -functional calculus, holomorphic 
functional calculus, etc. 
The proofs of the next three propositions are quite standard and will 
therefore be omitted. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. L~~TE~(KI.~)~~~I~~A,E(~~),O~A,~I(~E.~LI 
directed set) he such that 11’ - lim, t f A, = I. It ~follows 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Given z E lu(K ) 2‘ ) there is a sequence A,, E 
9;) A,, r I such that 
L(T) = lim I CA,,, 71 lo ,I’ I 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Jf’ r~ E (5 $‘( K / .Y? ) und 5 E .Y( K 1 .X ) then 
k,(T + a) = k,(r). 
The next proposition records the Helton-Howe estimate for com- 
mutators [ 151. 
1.4. LEMMA. Let X, A E 6p(Z ), A = A * he such thut [X, A] E 9, where 
(J, ( \,l) is a normed ideal. Let further cp: R + QI he a C’ yfinction with 
compact support. Then we have [X, q(A)] E ,Y and 
I LX v(A)1 r . < I CX Al I.Y. [ l@(t)1 IfI dt, 
M)here $3 is the Fourier trunsform of’ cp 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let r~6o(K I R) und let A,,E.~Y‘(.Z), A,,= AZ, 
A,, +.’ I he such that [t, A,,] E (ci,(K ( 2). Then ~‘e have 
for some universal constant 3. 
Proof This is an immediate application of the Helton-Howe estimate. 
Let cp: R + R be a C”-function with compact support such that 06 cp d 
l,(p(l)=l andO+suppcp.Thenwehavecp(A,,)~%‘~,cp(A,,)--”Z,and 
liminfl[~(A,,),r]I,~cwliminf~[r,A,,ll~, n - I ,i- 7 
where r=j lcj(t)l /tl dt. 1 
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The proof of the next proposition is the same as in the case when K is 
finite (Proposition 1.4 in [22]) and will also be omitted. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Lut z(l) E Y(K 1 Y) (j E N ). We huw 
max (k,(~“‘)) dk,(7’” @T”‘) ,< k&T”‘) + k,(T"') 
, = I.? 
Following [23] we say a norming function @ (or, equivalently, that the 
ideal 0:’ of CC@) has property (C) if 
whenever X, E 95’ and sup,, IX,,/ 0 < rx:. 
It is easily seen that property (z) is equivalent to the apparently 
stronger condition: 
The following proposition is a straightforward extension of the corre- 
sponding result for K finite (Proposition 2.4 in [23]). The Schatten- 
von Neumann class Ep with p > 1 has property (2). Also CCn has property 
CL) if lim,?! + , (sup, t N (JT~/wT~,,~)) = 0. Hence ‘Gz has (C) for p > 1. 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Lrr 7 E Y(K 1 X) und assume @ bus propeut~~ (C). 
Then k,(z) is either 0 or x. 
Proqf: We have to show that k,(s) < ~1 =r k,(z) = 0. If k,(z) < cz. there 
are X, E 9’: and P,, (2, E .? such that 
X, d P, d Q, d X, + , 
suP/cT.x,]/,<K 
l~~-~,~I~~~,lI~+Ic~,~,1~~-~;~l~ 
+I(~-Q,)TP,/,+IP,~(/--,)I~<c. 
Let Y = [z, X,, ,I. We have 
IP,YI,=IP,[T,~-~,+,~/,=IP,T(~-X,+,)I,~~P,T(~-Q,)I,. 
Similarly, 1 YP,I Q d I (I- Q,) tP,I a and hence 
iI’-(l-f,) Y(!-P,)(@<E. 
Similarly, 1 Y - P, + , YP, + ,I o < t; and hence 
IY-(P,+,-P,) Y(P,+,-P,)l.<2E 
We have 
I[ T, ; (X2 + ‘. + x,, + ,) II lb 
<;I c (p,+,-p,)C~,+,,tl(P,+, -4@+Li 
IQ,<,, 
Since CC:’ has (C) this gives 
lim 5, L (X, + .. + X,,, ,) 
1 ! 
626. [ 
ii- I n Q 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Let 5 E Y(K / X) ctntl /et o(j) = jK z(k) d,,,(k) 
(,j E [H] ), where p, are prohuhility measures on K. Then we haw 
The obvious proof will be omitted. 
II. TRACES OF COMMUTATORS 
In various situations [ 15, 19, 26, 27, 28, 291 quasidiagonality conditions 
relative to normed ideals have been known to imply the vanishing of com- 
mutator traces. We show that for certain commutator sums the right condi- 
tion is the existence of a quasicentral approximate unit and we will prove 
that in this case we have equivalence. Thus the non-vanishing results for 
k&r), z an n-tuple being equivalent to a non-zero commutator trace, we 
derive the existence of a larger ideal of the type 8, such that k,(~) is non- 
zero. Moreover, the relation between commutator traces and k,, is given by 
inequalities generalizing the well-known inequality of Kato. 
Throughout, we shall work with a normed ideal Cti’,o’ and its dual CGG*. 
We will denote by pa.: (ii,, + 8,. /@I$‘! the canonical map and by IX\;;. 
the norm of p,.(X) in C!?,*/iT,‘,o1. 
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2.1. PROPOSITION. Let z~Y([n] / 9) undkt X~Cfi~*([n] I -X)). 
(i) !f 
Y= C [7(i), X(.i)l E % + 9, 
,e I,71 
(ii) [f‘~(j) is unitmy* (Jo [n]) und lf 
Y= C (7(i) X(i) W* - JW)) E El + -Ic+ 
/t 1171 
ITr Yl <k&7) 2 IJ’(.AG*. 
/t 1111 
Proof: Let A,,, 7 I, A,,, E .‘R: be such that 
lim I CA,,,, 71 IO = k,(7). r?+ I 
We have 
/Tr YI = I lim Tr A,,, YI 
,,1 + I 
= lim Tr c ([A,,,, Ul JR’) + C7(.h A,,,W.j)l) I,, + / /t CfJl 
Replacing X by X’ such that X-X’ is finite rank, the trace of Y is not 
changed and hence we may replace lX(,j)lm. by IX’(,j)lee and passing to 
the inlimum by IX(j)/;.. This concludes the proof of (i). 
The proof of (ii) is the same as the proof of (i), with the only difference 
that X is replaced by X7*. 1 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let 7, XE T( [n] 1 H) und msume k,(r) = 0 und XE 
@,4Cnl). 
10 
(i) If 
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then we huve YE%, and Tr Y = 0. 
(ii) [f‘z(j) is uniturl’ (,j~ [n]) and if 
then we have YE %‘, and Tr Y = 0. 
2.3. Remurk. Assume II= 1, S’,“‘=%,, and z(l)=A=A*, X(l)=B= 
B*. Applying Proposition 2.1 we see that, if [A, B] E %, , then we have 
ITrCA, Bl I dk,(A) IIBII 
and by [22, Theorem 4.51 we have 
where 112 is the multiplicity function of the absolutely continuous part of A. 
This estimate for /Tr[A, B] 1 is a classical inequality of Kato [g]. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let z E W( [n] I G?) und ussume 0 < C < k,( T ). 
(i) If‘ T=T* then there is XE (F,,,([n] 1 .#‘) .ruch that X=X*, 
c ,E I,,, IJm,* G 13 ufld 
y= i 1 [z(j), X(j)] E v;, + 9, 
,E [?I] 
Tr Y>,C. 
Moreover if k,(z) < x then YE %;, 
(ii) if the I are unitary (Jo In]), then there is XE Q,.( [n] / .%?) 
such that X=X*, C,t [,,, IX(,j)l(F* < 1, and 
y= c (+.i) X(j) m* - X(j)) E g, + y+ 
IF 1,11 
Tr Y>C. 
Moreover, if k,(7) < ~1 then YE %, 
Proqf: (i) On G$)([n] I 3y”) we consider as usual the norm 1X\@= 
SUP/E [!I1 I-w)lO~ whereas on t5,.( [In] I .H) we consider a modified norm 
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c ,El,l, IJI(~)/~* such that 6,*([n] ) X) is the dual of CF,,([n] ) 2’). Note 
that the real subspaces of self-adjoint elements are in the same duality 
relation. 
Since C< k,(r), there is PE cip(:F) such that if A E&:(.# ) and A > P 
then we have 
Let 9” be the subspace of self-adjoint elements in C6$“( [n] / 3) and 
consider the convex subsets 
Since L is open in X and Kn L = @ there is ,f’~ .Y‘* such that 
,J’(lI) < c <f(h) 
if a EL and h E K. Hence there is XE @I,,( [n] 1 .#‘) such that 
and 
if AE.8: and A3P. We have 
Tr 1 iCA, Al WI = T 
,E [,I1 
) r (iA c CCiL WII). 
,t rtz1 
Thus we have Tr(A Y) 2 C if A E :X,+ and A > P. 
Let Q be the spectral projection of Y for ( -co, 0] and let Q = P v Q. 
Let, further, B, E 9:) P < B, 6 0, B, r 0. Since (2 - Q is finite rank, we 
have 
-QY= -pr-(Q-Q) YEY* +%, 
and hence 
Tr(QY) = lim Tr( B, Y) 3 C. /,+ I 
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However, since TrQY = TrQY+Tr((Q-Q)Y), TrQY = 0, and 
(Tr(Q-Q)Yl<s, we infer that TrQY> --;r;. This shows that YE%!+ 
Y+. Hence, if Ake,&:, P<A,. A,tIthen we have 
TrY= lim TrA,Y3C’ 
A- + I 
If k,(z) < a then Proposition 2.1 gives 
(Tr Y/ <k,(t) 
which together with YE (6, + 9, implies YE C: , 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is quite similar to the proof of (i), so we will 
only point out a few minor differences. We have to define 
K=j(z(,j)*Ar(,j)-.4),,1,,,~.I)‘/ AE:&?;.A>P). 
Again, we find XE@& [n] 1 ,X), X=X* such that x,t,,,, IX(j)(,* < I 
and 
C6 Tr i ,*:), x(.jN~(.i)* AM ~- A )) 
=Tr ‘A c 
! 
(r(.j)X(j)T(,j)*-X(j)) =TrAY. 
/ElfJl 
The rest of the proof is identical to that of (i). 1 
2.5. Remark. To use the preceding proposition in case T is neither self- 
adjoint nor unitary, it is sufficient to observe that 
We pass now to an application of Proposition 2.4. 
2.6. PR~POSITWK. Let 5 E U( [n] I .X) and let @ be a norming jinction, 
.such that 
Then there exists a sequence n: = (x,),‘: , , hr’ith TC, 10 und C 7r, = MJ such thut 
8,3 O$’ and 
X.(s)>O. 
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Prooj: There is clearly no loss of generality if we assume T = r*. By 
Proposition 2.4 there is XE($~*([IZ] ) ~;Y), X=X* such that 
Y= 1 i[T(k), X(k)]E%, +“Y+ 
kE [,,] 
and Tr Y > 0. Let, further, T= (Cxs [,,, X(:(k)* X(li))’ ’ and let z= (z,),‘=, 
be the eigenvalues of T. Clearly T$ %‘, so that C n, = x. Note that 
for unitaries U, V and hence if Z E .9 then 
l-4, ITI,* 3 /Z/n 
so that 
Also, since XE C5,,,( [n] 1 2”) it follows by Proposition 2.1 that 
k,(T)>O. I 
III. THE MA?AEV IDEAL 
For the problem of existence of a quasicentral approximate unit for an 
arbitrary n-tuple of operators t, the MaEaev ideal %; possesses remarkable 
properties: as shown in [23] k,.;(r) is finite and we will prove that 
k,(r)=0 if 8 $‘) is strictly larger than ‘8,. We also show that k, is 
invariant under ampliations. Improving our results in [23] we show that 
k; is >O for the generators of the regular representation of a group con- 
taining a free semigroup, hence also for solvable groups of exponential 
growth. We improve the estimates for k, in [23]. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let t, cr, 6 E 9( [n] I AF) be such thut r = c + 6 und 
dim .d = N < xl, where .d is the C*-algehru generated by cr( [n]) u [/I. 
Then )re have 
k ~ (T) d 2 IlSll log( I + 2nN) 
and ifi moreover, 5 = T* then bt’e have 
k,(r)62 116/) log(l +nN). 
Proof: In view of Proposition 1.6 there is no loss of generality to 
assume the existence of a finite set (h,. ..,, h,) which is cyclic for T u T*. 
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Define recurrently subspaces &, by & = .&.;li”l + . + dh, and 
It is easily seen that dim & 6 2Np( I + 2nN)k, in general, and dim .Ur, < 
Np( 1 + WV)‘, if r = r*. Note also that .cs!‘%~ = XL and, since I E ~2, we also 
have z(j) <Xk u r(j)* ALi c & + , Thus, with respect to the decomposition. 
o(j) is block-diagonal. and z(,j) and 6(j) are block-tridiagonal. Hence, 
defining X, by 
x,=&+ +P, ,). 
where P, is the orthogonal projection onto .X,, it is easily seen that 
and rank [A’, , r] G 4pN( 1 + 2nN)” so that 
and hence 
limsupl[X,,r]1, <2l/4(log(l+2nN). 
h-r 
In case T is self-adjoint rank, [X,, r] < 2pN( 1 + nN)” yields the estimate 
involving log( 1 + nN). @ 
For t~Y([n] / ,X) we shall use the notation 
d.(z)=inf{ (/G-T~/ ( a~S!?([n] I-~?)~dimC’*(o([n])uj/))6N). 
3.2. COROLLARY. Ld T E Y( [n] I .X ). Then 1%~ have 
k.(r)< inf 2d,(z)log(l+2nk). 
kFN 
In particular, if A,(T) = (~(l/log k) thm H’C huw k , (~5) = 0. 
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The following corollary records the fact that Proposition 3.1 contains 
our boundedness result for k, in [23]. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let z E S!‘( [n] I .%). Then It-e huce 
k,(r)62 11~11 log(h+ I) 
k;(r)62 /IT/~ log(n+ t) 
In [23] we showed that k; is non-zero for the n-tuple of generators in 
the regular representation of a free group. We will improve this result. 
If T E Y( [n] 1 2) and I = (u,, . . . . uk) E [n]” we shall use the notation 
T<‘> for z(al) ~(6) ... ~(a~). If k = 0 and r is the unique element of [n]” we 
will put T(‘) =I. We will also denote II,,, [n]” by Q,,. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let T E 2’( [n] 1 X) be un n-tuple of isometrics (i.r., 
r(,j)* z(j) = Z,for ,jg [n]) and assume there is r E X such that 
(5 ‘“‘4, t’“‘() = b,,,j if x, BEQ,,. 
Then lz’e have 
k-J(r)>Iogn. 
Proof: Let P, denote the orthogonal projection onto the linear span of 
the ~~~~~ with x E [n]“. It is easily seen that our assumptions imply that 
Hence, if A = z,,, npkPk then we have 
1 Cz(.j)A, d.i)*l = 1 z(j) A(i)* -nA = -nP,,. 
lzs,<,? I</<:,1 
On the other hand, since Tr P, = n” it is easily seen that 
lim sup 
I. 1 + + R,,, 1 zz- 
,,I + 7 1 + l/2+ ... + l/m logn’ 
where i, are the eigenvalues of A and hence 
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By Proposition 2.1 we infer 
k7(z)=k,~(t*)> lTr(nP,,)l 
c 
^ = log 11. 
IS,<,, ldi)4T 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let G he a discrete group lvith generators g, (.jg [n]) 
such that G 2 S, lvhere S is a ,free semigroup on t,t‘o generators. Then \ve 
have 
where ;j~.Y([n] ( l’(G)) is defined by y(j)=A(g,) with i. denoting the 
regular representation. 
3.6. Remark. By a result of J. M. Rosenblatt [ 171 a finitely generated 
solvable group of exponential growth contains a free semigroup on two 
generators. This shows that there exist amenable groups for which 
A(@[G]) does not admit a quasicentral approximate unit relative to %I , 
It is an interesting question to find the exact values of k, for certain 
n-tuples. This motivates the next proposition. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. (a) Let G he the ,free group on n generators g, 
(,j~ [n]) then btlith the notations af Corollary 3.5 Li’e haue 
log n d k I (4 g)) d log( 2n - 1). 
(b) Let ~JE Y( [n] ) 2) he such that Cj, I,31 a(j) u(j)* <I and 
o(j) a(j)* = Z,for all jE [n]. Then we hate 
k,(a)alogn. 
(c) Let C‘E Y( [n] 1 2) satisfj, the sume ussumptions as in (b) 
and, moreover, assume that ZO = (I-C,, L,l, a(j) a(j)*)2 is cyclic far 
C*(o([n])). Then we have 
k;(o)=logn 
Proof: (a) The lower bound follows from Proposition 3.4. For the 
upper bound let X, be the multiplication operator by the function 
,f;,(g)=max(l --m -’ lgl,O). 
It is easily seen that 
lIC~,,,,4s,)lll= Ilj.(g, ‘)X,,,4g,)-X,,,I/ dm ’ 
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Since there are less than 2(2n - 1)“’ elements of length <VI we infer that 
lim sup 11 [X,,,, i(g,)] 11 < lim M ’ log(2(2n - 1 )“I) 
I,, + L 17, +.x 
= log(2n - 1 ), 
(b) If P=z-IX,.,,, cr(j) a(j)* #O then a vector <E PS. I]{11 = I 
satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 and hence k; (0) > log fr in this 
case. Since this holds for 5 E 9( [n - I ] 1 X), defined by Z(.j) = a( j) for 
jE [n - I], we infer that in general we have 
k,(s)~log(n- 1). 
Consider cp~ Y( [n]” 1 ~6”) defined by a,(~) = a(‘?. We have, by the 
above. 
k,(o,) > log(n”- 1). 
On the other hand. 
and hence 
Thus we have 
pk,(a)>log(n”- I). 
Letting p -+ zc this gives k,;(a) 2 log II. 
(c) It is known from the extension theory of Cuntz-algebras that 
under the assumptions of (c) we have 
(o<“& c<B? vj = h& ?I) 
if y, j?ER,, and <, ~EJ’& and 
Let & c X0 be a finite-dimensional subspace and let Pk be the orthogonal 
projection onto 
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It is easily seen that 
P,+,o=aP,. 
Thus defining 
Xpk$ (1 -j/k) P, 
,=O 
we have II CX,, 01 II = l/k. Since rank ([X,, a(j)]) < p . nk + ‘, where p = 
dim ;yl”l, we have 
log( pnk + ’ ) 
limsup([Xk,a]/;blimsup k =logn. fl 
k-x k-x 
We pass now to the invariance of k, under amplifications. 
3.8. LEMMA. Let X E %; and n E N. Then ,r‘e hate 
Proof. Let 2, > A2 3 be the eigenvalues of (X*X)‘j2. We have 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Let z E 5?(K 1 2). Then we have 
k,,(rOs)=k,(r). 
Proof Let A,tI, A,E.%: be such that A,+,A,=A, and 
lim lCt,A,ll;=k,(~). , - x 
Since z(K) is *-strongly compact, we may replace (A,); by a subsequence, 
so that 
lI(z-A,+,)zA,lI + II(I-A,+,)r*A,II 62 ~‘. 
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If Y, = (I- Aj) VI, this gives jl Y,* Y,jl d 2 r, where r = min(j, k ) and hence 
‘(Y,+ . . . + Y )“*w’(n lIzI/‘+ c (n-k)2 
n ” II ’ I ,ck;,cli 
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Similarly, if Z, = (I- A,) t*A,, we have 
I +I+ .” +z,,)ji*~n~‘(,,~//‘+2) 
and hence 
I![;( A,+ . . +A,,), T I ‘i = 1, ~ ($NY,+ . + Y,,)-(z,+ . . . +z,,)) II 
Thus, for B,, = n ‘(A, + + A,,), we have B,, 7 1 and (1 [B,,, T] (1 -+ 0. Also, 
clearly, 
limsupI[B,,~]l~~limsup 
,I + x ,I - I 
$, 1[A,,rli;)=h,(r). 
We infer lim,, j r 1 [B,, , T] I ; = k ; (t). Applying the preceding lemma to 
X,, = [B,,, T], we have 
k;(z@z)<lim sup 2m I/X,1/ +& k,(T). 
>I - % 
Letting m + a this gives k,(T@ T) d k;(t). The opposite inequality 
follows from Section 1. 1 
For the next corollary, to avoid tedious details, we recall that .% is 
separable. 
3.10. COROLLARY. Let t E 6P(K ) 2) and let M be the von Neumann 
algebra (t(K) u z*(K))‘. [f P, Q E M are selfladjoint projections, having the 
same central support in M, then w*e have 
k;(T 1 P.Y)=k;(T / QH). 
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ProojI In view of Proposition 1.6 the preceding proposition implies 
k i(c) = k; (O @ c @ . ). Hence, the proposition follows from the fact that 
PO PO ... and Q 0 Q 0 ... are equivalent projections in 
Next we look at ideals larger than the Macaev ideal. This proceeds along 
lines similar to [5] and uses the relation of k, to traces of commutators. 
3.11. PROPOSITION. Let CD be a norming fimction, such that C!i,o’ 2 ‘G , 
and 6(,0’ # % ;. Then uve have 
k,(r) = 0 
Proof In view of Proposition 2.6 it will be sufficient to prove the 
proposition in case Q, (O’ = 8 ~ for some sequence 7c = (rr,)? Since 05,3 % , 
and Q, # V; , we infer that 
sup 
71, + ‘.’ +n,,, 
log nl 
< x and inf 
71, + .” +n,,, 
log m 
= 0. 
,?I rrz 
Hence it is easily seen that we can find a sequence s, < .s2 < such that 
n1+ “’ +71(2,l+I):k 1 
log( 2n + 1 )“” -q 
Let x0 c SF be a finite-dimensional subspace, let YEN + , = yi; + 
c ,EC,l, (r(j) &$ +r(j)* 3y’,). Let P, be the projection onto &. As in 
the proof of Proposition 3.1 let Xk = ( l/k)(Po + . + P, , ) so that 
II LX,, 71 II G P/k) /I~Ii and rank [X,, r] d 2p(2n + l)k. Hence we have 
/IX,,rll,:+ (n,+ ‘.’ +71(2,z+,,“). 
Replacing k by sk we infer that 
and hence k,(z) = 0. 1 
In view of Corollary 3.2 it is an immediate question whether T( [n]) 
being in an AF-algebra imposes any restrictions on k; (z). A negative 
answer is given in the following remark. 
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3.12. Remurk. There is a pair of unitaries (u,,uzI such that 
‘u ,u,}cB, where B’ 1s an AF-algebra and k r (u, , u?) > 0. Indeed consider 
:hi action of Z on the group H = (Z/22) “I by shifting the direct summands 
and G = H xl .Z the semidirect product which has two generators. Embed- 
ding C*(H) as the diagonal subalgebra of the UHF-algebra B = A4 -y” it is 
easily seen that C*(G) can be embedded into the crossed product Bxa, Z. 
where SI is the shift action of Z on B. By our result in [25], B xl, Z can be 
embedded into B. Let p be a representation of B such that p / C*(G) con- 
tains the regular representation of C*(G). If U, h E C*(G) is the pair of 
unitaries generating C*(G), then k I ([~(a), p(h)) > 0 and [ p(o), y(h)) is 
contained in an AF-algebra. 
IV. UNBOUNDED FREDHOLM MODULES 
This section relates the existence of quasicentral approximate units 
relative to normed ideals, to the existence of unbounded finitely summable 
Fredholm modules considered in the recent work of A. Connes [lo]. We 
show that the existence of an unbounded Fredholm module implies the 
existence of a quasicentral approximate unit relative to the same ideal. In 
particular, our results on the non-vanishing of k, imply non-existence 
results for unbounded Fredholm modules. Note also that the summability 
condition relative to a normed ideal which will be satisfied by the un- 
bounded Fredholm modules is weaker than in [lo]. Also, using Gibbs states 
and the MaEaev ideal, we improve A. Connes’ result [ 10, Theorem S] on 
the existence of a trace for an algebra admitting a finitely summable 
unbounded Fredholm module. On the other hand, the existence of an 
unbounded Fredholm module relative to a normed ideal is a property 
which behaves nicely under tensor products, which is an advantage over 
quasicentral approximate units. We define a corresponding operation on 
normed ideals. 
Let .d be a unital C*-algebra and .f a normed ideal. An unbounded 
.f-Fredholm module ouer .d (cf. [9, 4, lo]) is a triple (p, %“, D), where p 
is a non-degenerate *-representation of .d on .iy and D is an unbounded 
self-adjoint operator, densely defined on X, such that: 
(a) the set 
{u E .d I /j(a) Dam(D) c Dam(D), [p(u), D] is bounded ) 
is dense in .R/. 
(b) (I+ 0’) “E.P. 
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As in [9] when .f =G+,) a Y-Fredholm module will be also called a 
p-summable Fredholm module. If J =X, an unbounded .f-Fredholm 
module is simply called an unbounded Fredholm module. 
Using the unbounded derivation 6 of 9(.X) defined by D (see [7]) it is 
easily seen that condition (a) can also be replaced by 
{u E .d 1 p(a) E Dam(G)) is dense in ,d. 
If we assume (b), then there is a basis of eigenvectors of D and (a) can be 
replaced, in view of [7, Proposition 3.2.551, by the following: there is a 
dense set of u E .d for which the sesquilinear map 
defined for cp, $ in the linear span of the eigenvectors of D, is bounded. 
We shall refer to the elements UE.~ such that pi Dam(G) as smooth 
elements, or D-smooth, when the Fredholm module needs to be specified. 
We shall also consider unbounded generulhed .B-Fredholm modules (this 
is close to the definition in [9]). These are unbounded Fredholm modules 
such that the set 
{uE:A / uis D-smooth, (Z+D’)~.“’ [p(u), D]E.Y~ 
is dense in .d. We shall refer to elements in this dense set as .a-smooth 
elements. 
Clearly unbounded .f-Fredholm modules are unbounded generalized 
.f-Fredholm modules and the D-smooth elements are Y-smooth. 
We will mostly assume .d c 2(,X), p being the obvious representation 
and we shall then say that (X, D) is an unbounded Fredholm module. 
Recall that 1.1; denotes the norm in (6,/(5F,(,o’. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let (A““, D) he an unbounded B,-Fredholm module 
over .rrul c Y(H). Let T: K --f .d be a map such that s(K) consists qf‘smooth 
elements and (( [r, D] (1 c 3=. Then the following assertions hold: 
(i 1 lim SUP, -o /[t,(Z+i&D) ‘]jcp<il[T,DlIl l(l+D’) “I, 
(ii) lim sup, _ O ([T,(I+?D’) ‘]ld,<IIIT, D]il l(ZfD’) “‘I,; 
(iii) k,(r)< I/ [r, D] /I I(Z+ D’) “1; 
(iv) k,(t)=0 $(Z+D’) “E%‘,O’ 
(v) $; moreover, K is compact, t is *-strongly continuous and (5:’ bus 
property (x) then k,(t) = 0. 
Proof: (i) = (ii) follows from (i) applied to D and -D and the fact that 
(I + ir:D) ’ + (I- i>:D) ’ =2(1-t r:‘D’)- ‘. 
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(ii) 3 (iii) is obvious, since 
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(I+ 2D’) ’ E Cf>h5 and (Z$E?D’) ‘TZascJO. 
(iii)=> (iv) and (iii)=(v) are obvious. Thus the proof reduces to the 
proof of (i). Since z(k) are smooth if ICE K, we have 
I[?.(z+iED)r’]I, 
= Ic(Z+ m- [D, T](ZS iED) -‘lo 
Let A,.=E(Z+C~D~))‘,~ (Z+D*)” so that I1A,:II < 1 if O<E< 1 and 
A,, +i. 0 if E + 0. For each n E N there is a finite rank operator L,, such that 
I(Z+ D’)~ ’ * -L,,J,<l/n+l(Z+D’) “I,‘. We have 
limsup IA,.(Z+D*) ’ *lgSi+ )(Z+D’) “1; +lim sup IA,,L,,I, 
I +o i. . 0 
=;+ l(Z$D’) ’ 21; 
and hence, n being arbitrary, 
lim sup IE(Z+ 2D7) “J,=lim sup JA,(Z+D’) 1,21a 
i. +o i. - 0 
<l(z+D*)-‘~*/;. 
This concludes the proof of (i). 1 
Here is a variant of Proposition 4.1 for unbounded generalized 
.f-Fredholm modules. For simplicity we will take K finite. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let (2, D) he un unbounded generalized 
CT,,-Fredholm module ouer .d c P’(X). Let 5 E P([n] / 2) he such thut 
T( [n]) consists qf J-smooth elements of A. Then the ,follovving assertions 
hold: 
(i) limsup,..,,,I[t,(Z+i0) ‘]i,~I(Z+D’)~‘“[~,D]l,- 
(ii) lim supC _ o I [T, (Z+&‘D*) ‘]Ia</(Z+D2) ” [r, 011, 
(iii) k&r),<% i(Z+ D*) ‘,’ [T, D] 1; 
(iv) k&~)=0 if(Z+D’)-‘” [z, D]EG$‘([n] / X) 
(v) lfC5:’ has propert?’ (2) then k,(r) = 0. 
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Proof: (i) * (ii) is obtained by applying (i) to D and -D. 
(ii) * (iii) follows using Proposition (1.5). 
(iii) 3 (iv) and (iii) =j (v) are obvious. 
The proof of (i) is similar to (i) in 4. I : 
( [T, (I+ icD) ‘1 lo= Ic(Z+ LED) ’ [D. T](([+ ieD) ‘lo 
<Ic(l+r:‘D’) ” [D,t]i,. 
If A, = ~(1s c2DZ) “(l+D’)““wehave 1~A,)1~1.A,-t‘Oifc~O.Hence 
if a,,~-Y([n] 1 .X’) is finite rank such that 
I(I+ D’) I2 [t.D]l, +;>lU+D2) ’ ’ IT, 01 ~ ~,,lc,> 
then we have 
lim sup lA,(Z+ D’) I2 [IT, D] I<, 
t-0 
$+lim sup lA,a,,J,+ I(Z+ D’) ” 
n CT> 01 I; i -. 0 
=i+ I([+ D’) “[s, 011,. 
Hence n being arbitrary we get the desired conclusion. B 
4.3. Remark. The condition (I+ 0’) ’ ’ [p(u), D] E .f in the definition 
of a generalized unbounded Fredholm module has a certain asymmetry 
when taking adjoints. Note that it is easy to adapt Proposition 4.2 so that 
(I+ D2)p”2 [a, D] is replaced everywhere (including in the definition of 
the generalized unbounded Fredholm module) by 
(I+ 0’) “‘[u,D](Z+D’) ” “” with O<b< 1. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. The typical example of an unbounded Fredholm module 
with D >, 0 is provided by a discrete group G with a length function L [lo]. 
Let A? = 12(G), A = C:&(G) c 9(/*(G)) and D the multiplication operator 
by L. We will take T to be n-tuples (il(gI), ,,., A(g,,)), where ~,EG 
(1 <j<n). 
Let N,= #(gEG I L(g)<k) and define n,=(k+l)~’ for N, ,< 
.j< N,. For this sequence r~=(rr,),~~, (X, D) is an unbounded 
B,.-Fredholm module with @[Cl in the smooth elements. If G= Z”’ we 
have 8,* = %,: and hence, for n > 2, Proposition 4.1 gives k,: (z) = 0. This 
should be compared to the fact that k&S) actually vanishes for every ideal 
C6$’ strictly larger than %,, [5]. 
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Thus the preceding example seems to indicate some correspondence 
between the ideals for which there are quasicentral approximate units and 
those for which there are unbounded Fredholm modules and also that this 
correspondence is unlikely to be sharp. 
However, if instead of unbounded C52’-Fredholm modules we consider 
unbounded generalized 0’3 0“‘‘-Fredholm modules then the correspondence is 
sharp. Indeed, we have the following proposition. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let IE .d c Y( -Z) he u C*-algehru and .#I c d he II 
countably generated dense *-suhalgehru. Axswne there is a quusicentrul 
approximate unit re1utit.e to (5(O) 0 ,for J. Then there is un unbounded .se!f- 
udjoint operator D, densely dqfined on .A, D 3 0, und such that (X, D) is tm 
unbounded Fredholm module ocer d. Moreowr, H*e have h Dam(D) c 
Dam(D) und [h, D] E 8$‘,ftir ecer)’ hi &. 
Proof: Let (u, i ,t Id, N, = u,+ be a basis of 9. Since X,(u,. . . . . (I,,) =0 
for every II E N, it follows we can find X,E.#‘,+ (.Y? ) such that X, + , 2 Q,. 
where Q, is the orthogonal projection onto X, Y? + C, ._ I _ , (I~ X, Y? 
and I IX,, (1~1 lgdh ’ ifj<li. Let D=C,2,(I-X,). If P,=Q,,,-Q, 
then u, is tridiagonal in the decomposition .Y? = Q,.u/ @ @A >, PA .W. 
Since Dam(D) = (I7 E .X 1 C h-’ I/ P,hll’ < Y, I, it is immediate from the 
tridiagonality that LI, Dam(D) c Dom( D). Also. 
ICa,,D1/,6 1 /Ca,,X,lI,<~. I 
!.>I 
The next proposition improves a result of [lo] on finitely summable 
Fredholm modules. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let (X’, D) he un unbounded Fredholm module owr 
d c Y(X), .d 3 I and us.sume D > 0. Jf‘ exp( - tD) E %, for all t > 0 then 
there exist X(c) E ‘g,, 0 <X(c) (E > 0) such thut Tr X(E) = 1 rrrzcl 
lim,.,,, I [u, X(E)] 1, =0 ,for anJ cl Ed. In particular, Y(H) bus LI stutr 
which is centrulixd by .d und .d has u trrrce state. The assumption 
exp( - tD) E 44, for all t > 0 is .satkffi:ed if’ (&‘. D) is un unbounded 
%’ ; -Fredholm module. 
Proof: For t: > 0 let 
X(E) = (Tr(exp( --ED)))~ ’ exp( --ED) 
and let cp,, be the Gibbs state cp,,( T) = Tr( TX(c)) on ,jP(.#‘). It will be 
sufficient to prove that 
I Cu, W --ED)] I, = o 
!% Tr(exp( -f:D)) 
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if a is a D-smooth element in .oZ. Since 
f (exp(-fD) uexp(-(E-t)D))=exp(-rD)[a,D]exp(-(r:-r)D), 
we have 
[a, exp( -ED)] = - ) exp( - lD)[a, II] exp( -(a - t)D) dt. 
- 0 
It follows that if X denotes [LI, D] we have 
j[a,exp(-aD)]l,< [“lexp(-rD)Xexp(-(c-t)D)I, dt 
” 0 
,F >. 
<J lev-tD)i,,, /(XII lexp(-(c-t)Dl, ,/ ,,dt 
0 
= / /exp(-cD)l:’ IlXIl lexp(-cD)(‘;“” “dt 
_ 0 
= f: jjXl\ jexp( -&)I,. 
In particular, a weak limit of cp,,‘s with c 4 0 will be centralized by .n/ 
and the restriction to .d is a trace state of .d. 
We turn now to ‘6 * -Fredholm modules. Let 0 < i, < i, d .. be the 
eigenvalues of D. We have 
1 ).I<, 
&,,&+l h- 
which is equivalent to 
1 (i/p + 1) ’ < XJ. 
h2-I 
Let p,, = &A. We infer that lim, . , kpk ’ = 0. Hence for k larger than some 
number C, we have p’i > 2(k + 1) i: ’ and hence for some number M, 
Tr(exp(-CD))= c exp(-E2k)< C exp(-ep,+k+ 1) 
ii21 !. 2,’ 
<M+ 1 exp(-k)<,z. 1 
I>< 
If (Z, 0) is an unbounded Fredholm module over .d and exp( -I 101) E 
%‘1 for all t > 0, we will call (2, D) an unbounded suhexponentiul Fredholm 
module over .d. If ii, are the eigenvalues of D, this means 
lim, ._ , I&l (log k) ’ = +x. 
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4.7. Remark. It is an open problem, wheter the conclusion of Proposi- 
tion 4.6 in the case of unbounded % ,--Fredholm modules can be inferred 
from the existence of a quasicentral approximate unit relative to 59; for a 
dense subalgebra of .Q!. In view of Proposition 4.1 this is a weaker assump- 
tion. The following proposition is a result in this direction in the finitely 
summable case. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let .d c p(H), IE .d he u C*-ulgehru, let B c .d he 
u generating subset. Assume there are Y,, E %,, (p < z ), Y,, 3 0 such that 
,1~-lim,, _ , Y,, = I und 
lim 
II- I 
if h E 8. Then there exist X,, E %, 
lim 
II 4 I 
X,, 3 0, such that Tr X,, = I and 
CX,,,QllI =o 
,for any a E .d. In purticulur, there is a state of y(y) centralized by .d und 
.d has u trace state. 
Proqf: We clearly may assume p is an integer. Let 
X,,=(Tr Yi)-’ Y;. 
If hi.&, we have 
lim sup 
,z- I 
I Ih yg1 I I <limsupPILh LlI/IY,,l:: I=0 
Tr J”: ’ ,, + , I y,,1; ’ 
since lim,, _ J- / Y,J,, = z. Since &9 generates .c3, we have lim,,, I j [a, X,,] 1, 
= 0 for any u E .d and the other conclusions are obtained by considering 
a weak-limit of states cp,,( T) = Tr( TX,,). 1 
We return to unbounded Fredholm modules. Up to now we have always 
assumed D 2 0. The following lemma, suggested by A. Connes, is a device 
for passing to general self-adjoint D, at the expense of considering some- 
what larger ideals. 
4.9. LEMMA. If’ the unbounded self-&joint operator D defines an unboun- 
ded Fredholm module oUer .d c 9(.X), then also lDl2 ,for 0 < a < 1 d<fines 
un unbounded Fredholm module over ,d and the D-smooth elements in .d are 
I DI ‘-smooth. 
Proqf: Since (I+ D2) ‘,’ is compact, there is an orthonormal basis of 
eigenvectors (ek)xE 1 and let 1,, be the corresponding eigenvalues. Let. 
further, u = u* E .d be a D-smooth element. Since 
(De,, uek) - (e,, uDe,) = (3.,-i.,)(e,, eh) 
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(IDI” e,, aek) - (e,, a IDI’ ek> = (li,l’- Ii.,l’)(e,, ark>. 
what must be proved can be formulated as follows. We suppose there is 
TE Y’(X) such that 
and we must infer that there is SE Y’(H) such that 
(Se,, ek) = (li.,l” - Iiklz)(e,, ark). 
Let P,, P,,, P be the spectral projections of D for (0, x ), {O], and 
( - m, 0). Note also that (I+ D’)-- ’ being compact, P, has finite rank and 
there is E > 0 such that ( -E, 0) u (0, E) does not intersect the spectrum of 
D. Tt will be clearly sufficient to prove the existence of bounded operators 
P,SP,, where i,j~ if, -, 0:. Let ,f be a bounded continuous function on 
R such that f(0) = 0 and .f( t) = t ’ / tl ’ if I tl 3 I:. To prove the existence of 
a bounded SP, it is sufftcient to take SP, = ,f(D) TP,. Similarly, we deal 
with P,S. Thus we are left with P, SP, and, in view of the symmetry 
obtained by replacing D by -D, it will be sufficient to consider Pi SP, 
and P.,SP_ 
For P,SP, we proceed as follows. Let q, , cpz : (0, K ) + R be 
C X -functions such that suppcp,~ C$, xC),O<cp,< 1, and v,(t)+ 
cpz( l/t) = 1. If X, YE (0, x), we have 
where t = .x/y, s = y/x, and where for s = ~3 we take the obvious limit. Note 
that ~‘r, 1~‘~ = Y’(R). 
Let A denote the restriction of D to P, 3 and for < E R and XE 
L&‘(P+X) let rg(X)=AieXKft. In view of the above formulae if 0,. POE 
P, 2, we have 
(Axe,, aek) - (P,, aAxek > 
= ,c,(log(i,j,i,))(A” ‘To,, ex)+~~~2(log(i,.li.,))(TA” ‘e,,cr) 
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and so we may define P, SP + by 
P, SP, = A” ’ (27-c) -‘I [ ~c,([) 
i 
r ((P, TP, ) dt 
I i 
= (27c- ‘1 * 
i J 
t?(2) g&P+ TP,) d< 
Since A” ’ is bounded this shows that P, SP, is bounded. 
Similarly for P, SP- , we have the identity 
= v,(log t) yz ’ + c,(log s) XX ’ 
and denoting by B the restriction of (-D) to P 3 and B:(Y) = 
A”YB-‘t( YEP(P X, P, X)), we can define P, SP by 
P+SP~m =A” 3(2n)~‘W,(<)/j &P+ TP )dr) 
+ (27r) “ji2([)&(P+ TP )dl B” ‘. 1 
The following proposition is immediate from combining the proof of 
Theorem 19 of [lo] (which still works for non-amenable groups as 
remarked by G. Skandalis) with Propositions 4.1, 4.6, 4.8 and Lemma 4.9. 
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let G be u non-umenahle discrete group, let 
.d = C,*,,(G) ad let p he a non-degenerate representation of’ .d on X. Then 
the ,follo\cing hold 
(i) There is no unbounded suhexponentiul Fredholm module ( p, .X’, D) 
over A M’ith D 3 0. 
(ii) There is no unbounded Fredholm module ( p, Z’, D) over .d such 
thut (Z+IDI”)-‘E%,, forsomeO<cr<l. 
(iii) If B c .d is a generating subset, then p(B) does not admit a 
quasicentral appro.Ximate unit relative to %JJ if p < x. 
4.11. Remark. Obviously conclusions (i)-(iii) of the preceding proposi- 
tion also hold if .sl is unital and has no trace-state. Note also that we may 
combine in a similar way the results of this section with Theorem 16 of 
[lOI. 
On the other hand, using Proposition 4.2 in conjunction with our results 
on the non-vanishing of k, we can derive other non-existence results for 
unbounded Fredholm modules. 
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4.12. PROPOSITION. Let G he an injinite discrete group, ~chich contains 
u ,fkee semigroup SC G on tww generutors. Let p be a representution of’ 
C,*,,(G) on # irhich is quusiequivulent to the regulur representation. Then 
there is no unbounded .seJf-&joint operutor D on 2 .such thut ( p, .Y? . D) is 
un unbounded generulized % ~, -Fredholm nwd~~k over C’,*,,(G) \r,ith c [G] in 
the smooth elements. 
Note that the preceding proposition applies to solvable groups of 
exponential growth. 
We turn to commutative C*-algebras. 
4.13. PROPOSITION. Let M be a compact spuce and let (p, X, D) he an 
unbounded generalized %‘, -Fredholm module over C(M), n E N. Jf.f, , . . . . ,f;, E 
C(M) are D-smooth self-adjoint elements, then the spectral measure of 
( p(J‘, ), . . . . p( f,,)) is singular with respect to Lebesgue meusure on 53”. 
Proof: By Proposition 4.2 we have k,; (p( f,), . . . . p(f;,)) = 0 and the 
conclusion follows from 1221. 1 
4.14. COROLLARY. Let M he u compact Lipschitz man[fold qf dimension 
n and let ( p, X’, D) he an unbounded generalized %‘,, -Fredholm module 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lehesgue measure class 
and assume ,f, , . . . . f,, E C(M) are real Lipschitz functions and are D-smooth 
elements. Then the ,form 4f, A A cIfi, vanishes almost everytcyhere ntith 
respect to the spectral measure oj’ p. In purticular, the algebra of D-smooth 
elements,for such a Fredholm module does not contain all Lipschitz,functions. 
We conclude this section with some remarks about tensor products 
(similar to [4], except for the grading). 
4.15. Remarks. If (%,, D,) are unbounded Fredholm modules over 
G$: 9(X;) then it is easily seen that if D, 20 and Dz >,O then 
(3u; 0X2, D, @I+ I@ D2) is an unbounded Fredholm module over 
.Q/; @ ~4~. The condition D, > 0 (j = 1,2) is necessary in order to ensure that 
(ZOZ+(D,@Z+ZOD,)‘) ’ is compact. If O<%, G&G . . . . 06p1< 
p”z 6 . are the eigenvalues of D, and respectively D,, then the eigenvalues 
of D, @I + Z@ D, are the increasing rearrangement of /1, + p,. Corre- 
spondingly, the eigenvalues of (I+ 0,) -‘, (Z+D,)- ‘, and (Z@Z+ 
D,@Z+Z@D2) ’ are (1 +/1,)- ‘, (1 +p,) ‘, and (1 -t-j,,+p,) ‘. Note 
that 
tmin((l+i.,)“.(l+~,) ‘)d(l+i,,+~,)~’ 
<min((l +A,) ‘. (1 +p,) ‘). 
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Thus if N,(e) is the number of eigenvalues of (I+ D,) ~’ which are 3i: 
and N(i;) is the corresponding number for (Z@ I+ D, @Z-t I@ D2) ’ then 
we have N(c)6 No N,(e) and N(2c)3 N,(c) N,(c). In particular, if 
(.;Y’, D, ) are unbounded %,z -Fredholm modules (with, p, > 1, j = 1, 2) then 
WC have (1 + R,,) ’ = O(n “1 ), (1 + p,,?) ’ = O(m pz ) and hence N,(E) = 
O(E “J), so that N(E) = O(c- I” “‘). Thus (A’; @Xi, D, @Z+Z@D,) is an 
unbounded ‘6 + I 1,, + ,,?-Fredholm module over .YL’, 0 ~4”. 
More generally, if @ and Y are norming functions, let Kc t be the 
smallest convex set such that: 
(I ) K is invariant under permutations 
(2) if < = (<,),tu E K and ye is such that I[,1 = ly,l for all .j~ N, then 
PI E K 
(3) if ~L=(~~,),.~E’: and ~=(Y~)~~~EC: are such that ‘P(p)< I, 
Y( \I) < 1, ,u, 2 0, ~1~ 2 0 for all j and k, and if A = (i,,),, F s4 is a rearrangement 
of the numbers (min(Ll,, ~~~)),,,k~tWx~~ then AE K. 
If 5 E E we define (@@ Y’)(t) = inf(z > 0 ( <E aK). It is easy to check that 
@ @ Y is a norming function. This defines an operation on ,F. If p, > 1 
(j= 1.2) then from the norming functions of %z we obtain a function 
which defines the ideal ‘Kj’, + ,‘2. 
In general, if (.T, D,) are unbounded 6,;Fredholm modules over 
-PJcY’(&) (.j= 1.2) and if @?=@,OtPz, .~=X,@~yipz, D,= 
D, @ +I@ D2, then (&, D,) is an unbounded cc,,-Fredholm module over 
.rJ1 @.P/,. The slame holds with Q,, replaced by 6$,‘. 
V. FILTRATIONS 
This section deals with the role of filtrations in the existence of quasicen- 
tral approximate units and the existence of unbounded Fredholm modules 
questions. We will consider filtrations of Hilbert Spaces which were implicit 
in the tridiagonality construction of quasicentral approximate units in [21, 
23, 261 and which were also used in connection with commutator ques- 
tions in [27]. We show that filtrations of Hilbert spaces produce quasicen- 
tral approximate units and unbounded Fredholm modules. On the other 
hand, filtrations of the algebras produce filtrations on the spaces of cyclic 
representations. Thus the dimensional characteristics of the existence of 
quasicentral approximate units or of the existence of unbounded Fredholm 
modules are related to the growth of the filtration of the algebra. 
We also show that a filtration gives rise to a natural differentiable struc- 
ture on a C*-algebra. If isv is a Hilbert space, a filtration of ,&’ is a 
sequence (.q),, ?, of finite-dimensional subspaces such that Xc, c =#, c 
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and U,,, .Y$ is dense in Y’. If A is a unital C*-algebra, a filtration of .d 
is a sequence ( V,),, N of finite-dimensional subspaces such that: 
(a) VOc V, c . 
(b) V,=@l and V,V,c V,,,, V,=Vp 
(cl u,,,, V, is dense in .cu’. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let CT),-,,, N he a filtration qf the Hilbert space .K und 
let P, be the orthogonal prqjection onto .$; d, = dim .q and let I E ,d c 
L?(8) be a (‘*-algebra V,= (TE.R/ / T.W;u T*.$c,q,,,yj~Nj and 
49 = Uk z (, V,. Let ,further @ he II norming ,fimc’tion and 
(p(k) = @( 1, . . . . 1, 0, . ..). 
h ,l”,t% 
(a) [f X,,=n ‘(P, + ... + P,,) und TE V, then 
(b) [j’ lim inf,, _ ,. (l/n) cp(d,,) = 0 then (JY’,,),~~, is a quusiwntral 
approximate unit ,for .vA relutice to CC $‘. 
(c) !f lim inf,, ~. T (1,/n) cp(It,,) cc n; and 03 2’ has propert)’ (C) then J 
has a quasicentral upproximute unit relutive to 8):‘. 
(d ) If’ D = C, >, (I - P, ) and d is dense in .d then (.#‘, D ) is un 
unbounded ti,,.-Fredholm module ouer ,d, itthere z= (II,)~~, is the .requence 
d+ned by rt,=(k+l))’ (f d,<,j<d,+,. (X. D) is subexponentiul if 
lim, _ qs k ~’ log d, = 0. 
Proqf: (a) Let Qk = P, + , - P,, Q,, = P,, and let T, = 
Cm -,,=, QmTQ,, so that T= Tag,+ ... + T,. Then I/ [T,, X,,] 11 < 
(IA/n) II Tjll GM/n) IITII. This gives II [T, J’,,l II <(X*/n) IITII. Since rank 
[T, X,] = 2d,,, the estimate follows. 
(b) and (c) follow immediately from (a). 
(d) That (2, D) is an unbounded Fredholm module over ,d is easily 
inferred from Dam(D)= {hEX 1 Ck2 llQkhll’<cc} and if TE V,, then 
clearly T, Dam(D) c Dam(D) and [D, T,] = jT,. The other assertions are 
easy exercises. 1 
5.2. Remark. If .d is a unital C*-algebra with a filtration (V,), 3o and 
p: .d + Y(H) is a representation with cyclic vector 5 then 
gives a filtration of .%. If N E V, then P(U) ,ui, c .;/I’ i , and dim I?, < dim V,. 
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5.3. COROLLARY. Let .rd be a unital (?-algebra \i,ith a filtration 
(V/r)k30> mk = dim Vk and 39 = U,,, Vk. Let @ he a norming junction and 
q(k) = @( 1, . . . . 1, 0, . ..). 
k t,mes 
Let, futher, p be a cyclic representation of’.cy’. 
(a) IJ’lim inf,,, r (l/n) cp(m,,) = 0 then for p(a) there is a quasicentral 
approximate unit re1atit.e to @$I. 
(b) Jf‘ lim inf,,,,& (l/n) cp(m,,)= ~1 and 6, “I has properf!’ (C ) then 
p(B) has a quasicentral approximate unit relative to S$). 
(c) /f’n = (Z,),> 1 is the sequence dejined hi, 71, = (k + 1) ’ {f mk < ,j 6 
mk t,, then there is an unbounded self-adjoint operator D > 0 densely defined 
on ~9 such that (p, ~9, D) is an unbounded en.-Fredholm module over .d. 
If lim, + x log d, = 0 then ( p, .X, D) can be chosen &exponential. 
Combining 5.3(c) with Proposition 4.6, we have the following result. 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let .d be a C*-algebra ,txith u filtration ( I/,), S (, such 
that lim k-~ ’ log(dim Vk) = 0. Zfp: .d -+ _40( 3y‘) is a representation then there 
are Y,, E @, , Y,, 2 0, / Y,,l , = 1 such that lim,, _ x lCY,,,p(a)ll,=O.fora~.~. 
In particular, 9(X’) has a state ivhich is centralized b!, tr(,d) and thus ever?, 
quotient of .d has a trace-state. 
5.5. Remark. The preceding corollary can also be proved using, instead 
of Proposition 4.6, the following simple fact. If a E Vk and P, is the 
orthogonal projection onto q, we have 
I [da), P,l I, d 2 II4 dim q+k. 
In view of the hypothesis, we can find j, <,jz < ... such that 
dim y>/dim .$, +x + 1 for all k as s + ~8. We may then take Y,, = 
(Tr f’,,, 1 ’ P,,, 
5.6. COROLLARY. Let .oZ be a non-commutatit’e torus lj,ith canonical gen- 
erators u, , . . . . u,, (n > 2) and let 2 be the *-algebra generated hp u,, . . . . ~1,~. 
Let p be a representation of ,&. Then p(g) has a quasicentral approximate 
unil relative to %,,, . We also have k,,- ( p(u, ), . . . . p(u,,)) < x lj‘ p has ,jinite 
c?clicit)‘. 
Proof: For the obvious filtration of .d, i.e., V, is the linear span of 
u2’ , > “‘> u,, zn with /x, / d k, . . . . lx,,/ < k, we have dim V, = (2k + 1 )‘I. The asser- 
tion about k, follows from Corollary 5.3(c) and the assertion about k,, is 
obtained similarly using Proposition 5. I (a ). m 
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5.7. Remark. If p is the representation of the non-commutative torus .d 
associated to the canonical trace, then k,; (p(zr,), . . . . p(u,,)) > 0. Indeed, p 
can be realized on /‘(Z”) and p(u,) = I/, W,, where V, is the shift operator 
by the jth generator of Z” and W, is a multiplication operator by a func- 
tion of absolute value 1. If T, E 1’ (Z”) c Y(I’( Z”)), where T, corresponds 
to the Fourier transform of (5, - 1 )!(x, Sk =,, lzh - 11’) then (as in [22]) 
T, E % ,L- ,, and 
where P is a projection of rank 1. Our assertion follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.l(ii). 
5.8. Remark. If G is a discrete group with a length function L: G + N, 
then defining I/, c C*(G) as the linear span of the unitaries corresponding 
to g E G with L(g) <k, we have a filtration of C*(G) and Corollary 5.3 
applies. 
5.9. PROBLEM. Let .d be a C*-algebra with a filtration (V,), Eh such 
that lim,, _ 3c (dim V,,)’ ‘I = 1. Does it follow that .d is nuclear? 
5.10. Remarks. A filtration on a C*-algebra ,cll, gives rise to “differen- 
tiable structure” on s?, i.e., to dense Frechet *-subalgebras having the usual 
good properties of algebras of smooth elements, like being closed under 
holomorphic functional calculus and under C” -functional calculus for self- 
adjoint elements. 
Let .d be a C*-algebra with filtration ( V,),,, and let p be a 
*-representation on the Hilbert space .X with filtration (Xi), ao such that 
p(V,)Hkcc~+,. As above, let D=C,., (Z-P,), where P, is the 
orthogonal projection onto Hk and let 6 be the unbounded derivation of 
9(,X) defined by D. Thus in Y(X) there are subalgebras Dom(#‘) and 
n,, 1 Dam(@). This gives in .d the subalgebras .d(k, p) = p ‘(Dom(G”)) 
and .&(a, p) 2 pm ’ (n, ~, Dom(G”)). Clearly .d(k, p) I d( J,, p) 2 
V. and these algebras have the desired properties since Dom(Gk) and 
ii:‘, Dom(G’) h ave the required properties with respect to functional 
calculus. 
Note that the condition dim q< x is inessential here. Thus we may 
consider p = @ p,, cq= @ Z;“, where (/J,, Y”“, 5,, (Xj”),.,),., are (up 
to isomorphisms) the cyclic representations. of ..~4 with the natural filtra- 
tions 2;” = p,( v,)r,. We shall denote by .&(i) and x2(m) the algebras 
&( p, k) and .&( p, XI) for this universal p. Clearly d(k) and &I( x8) 
depend only on the filtration of .d. 
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The definitions of .d(k) and .&‘(x) given above are natural, but com- 
plicated. For G!(X) equivalent definitions are provided by the following 
proposition. 
5.1 1. PROPOSITION. Let .d he a C*-ulgehra ivith filtration ( V, ), a 0 und let 
u E .d. The ,folloltsing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) UE.~/(CX) 
(ii) ,for ecer.1 representation p on a Hilhert space ,1sith a compatible 
j?ltrution ~l’e lime u E &( p, x ). 
(iii) MT have d(a, Vk) = O(k .v) ,for ull N, li*here d(u, V, ) = 
infj ~Iu--~~l ICE Vhj. 
(iv) there are aA E V, such that l/an11 = O(k ,“),for all N and u = C uA 
Proc?f: (ii) o (i) is obvious. 
(iii)o(iv) Let 1.~6 Vx- be such that d(u, V,)+2 -‘> lla-ckl!. Then 
a,, = P(, and a, = Us - L’~ , if k 3 1 obviously satisfy (iv). 
(iv)o(ii) It is easily seen that /l&p(b))11 ,<2k’llbll if bE Vh. Hence 
IlS”‘( p(ak))lI is rapidly decreasing and hence C ak E &‘( p, k). 
(i) o (iii) Let cp be a functional on d such that ll~~o/l = 1, cp ) V, = 0 and 
p(u) = cl(u, V,). Let cp( .) = ul(tr .), where II E A!** is unitary and Y is a 
state, be the polar decomposition of cp. We have Y((u- L.)* (u-c)) 3 
iq(a- P)I’ > (d(u, Vh))’ if u E V,. If (p, X, 0 is the cyclic representation 
associated with Y and D = C,, , (Z-P,), we have 
IlP(p(u))i’ll = I!D”‘p(a)<ll 
b Ilk”‘(Z- Pn)p(a)Sll =k”‘inf{l/p(u--)511 (CE V,) 
=k”‘infj(‘Y((a-~)*(a-v)))” )v~V~}>k”‘d(u, Vk), 
Since the definition of .d(cc) involves the direct sum of all cyclic represen- 
tations of ,d we have d(a, Vi: ) = O(k- “‘) if a E .&(m). 1 
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